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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The information contained in this presentation is general information only,
and is not intended to be legal, taxation or financial advice.
TAL Life, its subsidiaries and its representatives have not taken into consideration
any individual’s personal circumstances, financial needs or objectives.
If any persons are intending to act on the information contained in this presentation,
consideration should be given to the appropriateness of this general information in
the light of their own objectives, financial situation or needs before acting on this
information. Persons acting on any matter covered in this presentation should
seek independent professional advice on the application of the matter to their
individual circumstances.
In relation to any financial product referred to in this presentation, a copy of the
product disclosure statement should be obtained and read prior to making any
decision regarding the acquisition of a financial product.
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Structure your advice at the
outset to help facilitate a
successful claims outcome

SECTION 1

The TPD
landscape

THE VALUE OF TPD

What do
clients want?
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Put yourself in their shoes:
how would they rank these
products in terms of importance?

LIFE

TPD

TRAUMA

IP

THE VALUE OF TPD

And what would
you recommend?
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Based on your experience and
beliefs, how would you rank these
products in terms of importance?

LIFE

TPD

TRAUMA

IP

TPD CLAIMS

Our
experience
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$502M+

$117K

TPD claims paid
by TAL in 2017

Average size
of all TPD claims

$43M

$812K

TPD claims paid for
advised Retail policies

Average size of all
Retail TPD claims

TPD CLAIMS

Our
experience

~75%

$800K-$1M

Amount of new
TAL applications that
contain some TPD

Average
sum insured

88%

~20%

Rice Warner estimate
of how much TPD
is held in super

TPD policies held via
SuperLink (majority
are super-owned)

How does this compare
with your clients?
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TPD CLAIMS

In 2016, ASIC released Report 498:
a review of life insurance claims

90% of claims
were accepted in
the first instance

TPD had the
highest decline
rate: 16%

The decline rate was lower
than the UK’s (35.9%), but
it’s still reasonably high

Why does TPD have the highest decline rate?
How might your advice improve chances of success?
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SECTION 2

Start with the
claim in mind

TPD DISPUTES

Of all disputes:
• 3% involved sales practices
• 5% involved eligibility
• 3% involved pre-existing conditions

The three are closely linked: eligibility
and pre-existing conditions often involve
representations made to policyholders
at point of sale, which don’t align with
the claims outcome
This usually only becomes apparent
when a claim is declined
ASIC REP 498
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CONNECTING ADVICE & CLAIMS

So how do we best
align advice processes
with a positive claims
outcome?

Start by focusing on the claim itself.
Imagine your client will claim the moment
they leave your office and consider:
• The appropriateness of their
existing cover
• Own, Any or ADL
• Affordability and how the premium
will be funded
• Policy ownership
• Tax considerations

By starting with the claim, we
can deliver advice that aligns
with how TPD claims are paid
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EXISTING COVER

Many clients
will hold a TPD
policy through
a group super
scheme

Retaining, increasing,
decreasing or cancelling
these policies requires
careful consideration.
Ask:
• Is the policy guaranteed
renewable?
• Are there any relevant
pre-existing exclusions?
• What is the TPD definition?
Not all definitions are
created equal!
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In forming our opinion, we
have to consider certain
factors, like if there’s any:
•
•
•
•
•

Rehabilitation
Re-training
Re-skilling
Work, or
Voluntary work

that has been undertaken
or could reasonably be
expected to be undertaken
by the insured after we form
our opinion

CASE STUDY: NICOLAS

Group definitions vary
Nicolas, aged 40, is deemed totally and permanently disabled under the occupation
tier of the definition. He has $186,000 cover at the time of disability

INITIAL
APPROVAL

YEAR 1
ASSESSMENT

YEAR 2
ASSESSMENT

YEAR 3
ASSESSMENT

Cannot return
to work
Participates
in rehab

Cannot return
to work
Participates
in rehab

Cannot return
to work
Participates
in rehab

Can return
to work

$31,000

$31,000

$31,000

YEAR 4
ASSESSMENT

YEAR 5
ASSESSMENT

Nicholas is now 43 years old
The default cover
(Death & TPD) is $152,000
He has been paid $93,000

Premium
applies

His remaining cover is
$152,000 - $93,000
= $59,000

OWN, ANY & ADL

Own, Any or
ADL: is there
an appropriate
default position?

The insurer ultimately determines eligibility for own
occupation; your advice determines the appropriateness
• Any occupation takes into consideration any occupation
the life insured is reasonably suited to by training, education
or experience, which would pay more than 25% of their
earnings during their last 12 months of work
• Fact Finds mostly focus on the client’s current
circumstances, including occupation

The any occupation definition doesn’t align with this practice:
you need to know your client’s work history (including their
training, education and experiences) and consider the nature
of their income
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CASE STUDY: SIMON

Simon’s previous roles included:
• A paper round
• McDonald’s employee
• Debt collections officer
• Superannuation administration
• Overseas tour guide
• Business Development Manager

CASE STUDY: SIMON

Simon took out his own occupation
TPD policy when he was debt
collections officer
He is now working in business
coaching as a National Manager
Simon needs to claim on his policy:
what occupation will the claims
assessor look at to assess his
ability to work? His own occupation
at the time of the advice, or his
current own occupation?

Which occupation will the
claims team assess against?

National
Manager,
Business
Consulting

Debt
collections
officer

Overseas
tour guide

All previous
occupations

CLIENT AFFORDABILITY

Though Retail policies
may have seen a
marginal decrease in
premiums, a client’s
overall insurance
will have increased
with CPI, their age
and insurer increases
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Often clients aren’t
able to afford the
advised or optimum
recommendation.
When considering
which price levers to
pull, TPD is often the
first impacted

TPD price
levers include:
• Sum insured
• TPD definition
(own versus any)
• Group versus
Retail

Affordability concerns
tend to result in
superannuation
ownership, funded
by the client’s
accumulated
balance

SECTION 3

Recommending
Life and TPD cover

RISK COVER METHODOLOGY

The primary purpose of implementing an insurance
strategy is to help clients meet their wealth
protection needs and objectives
A RISK COVER METHODOLOGY CAN HELP YOU:

Substantiate your
recommendation for
sums insured

Comply with your
statutory best
interest duty

Demonstrate that your client is
in a better position than they
were prior to seeking advice

CASE STUDY: LEONARD

Leonard is 40 years old and works as an engineer. He’s married
to Penny (aged 38) and they have two kids, Sheldon (4) and Raj
(2). Leonard and Penny have $350,000 of debt on their primary
place of residence and Leonard has $250,000 in super.
Leonard earns $120,000 per annum and expects to work until
he’s 65. He intends to leave his super to Penny, who is a SIS
and tax dependant. Leonard has a $300,000 group Life and TPD
policy through his industry super fund, which he intends to keep.
He also has a fully featured ordinary IP benefit with a 30 day
wait to age 65.
Leonard has elected to pay his recommended TPD premium
by rollover. His accumulation fund has a eligible service date
of 1/1/1995.
What could a potential sum insured methodology look like?

LIFE

Recommending
Life cover

A Life sum insured is generally made up of:
• Retire debt

• Cash flow replacement

• Provision for the cost
of children

• Provision for tax (if
applicable)

• Education funding

• Final expenses

Less:
• Realisable assets
• Superannuation assets

• Existing life insurance

LIFE

Provision for the cost
of children
• This can be a separate quantum
or accounted for in your client’s
cashflow position
• As a separate quantum, it’s
important to show how you’ve
arrived at the recommended
sum insured
• Our case study uses the AMP
NATSEM Income and Wealth
Report, and a report from
CareforKids: Cost of long day care
and before and after school care

Education funding
• This can also be a separate
quantum or accounted for in
your client’s cashflow position
• Generally we see education
funding as its own quantum to
help clients grasp the importance
of this provision
• Our case study uses data from the
Australian Scholarships Group’s
(ASG) Cost of education survey

TPD

Recommending
TPD cover

A TPD sum insured is generally made up of:
• Retire debt
• Medical expenses and
modifications to home
and vehicle
• Cash flow replacement

• Provision for the cost
of children
• Education funding
• Provision for tax

Less:
• Liquid assets

• Existing cover

• Superannuation interest

• Adjustment for IP benefits

TPD

Provision for tax
• 88% of TPD is held in the super environment
• This has driven the provision of a benefit that accounts for tax
• Generally, a needs analysis is presented as a gross figure net of tax: an
unaccounted tax liability could mean your client’s needs aren’t fully insured
• ASIC’s Statement of Advice for life insurance includes a gross up calculation
for potential tax liability
• There are calculators available to calculate potential tax payable, many of
which use the disability date at age 59 to increasing nature of tax liability
• It’s important to consider the impact of paying a TPD premium via rollover,
as the TPD policy will inherit the transfer or funds eligible service date

TPD

Adjustment for IP benefits
• If your client also has an Income Protection policy, an adjustment may need
to be made to the cash flow replacement quantum
• This is because your client would generally be eligible to receive an IP benefit
if they met the TPD definition
• The adjustment will depend on the IP policy itself and the quantums used
in the TPD calculation
• Though IP generally only covers 75% of a client’s income, it’s unlikely we’ll
need to replace the other 25% as debt will have been paid off and a provision
put aside for children and their education
• It used to be common that Life and TPD sums insured would be like-for-like.
Now, we’re seeing more tailored amounts that can result in vastly different
sums insured

LIFE

Case study

Retire debt

$350,000

Provision for the cost of children (private school, university)
Sheldon
Raj

$335,864
$289,808

Education funding

$260,720

Cash flow replacement
Provision for tax (if applicable)
Final expenses

$1,200,000
Nil
$20,000
$2,456,392

Less
Realisable assets

$0

Superannuation assets

$250,000

Existing TPD insurance

$300,000

Total

$1,906,392

TPD

Case study

Retire debt

$350,000

Medical expenses and modifications to home and vehicle

$150,000

Provision for the cost of children (AMP NATSEM)

$625,672

Education funding (Australian Scholarships Group)

$260,720

Cash flow replacement (NVP of future gross earnings x 40%)

Nil
$1,386,392

Less
Realisable assets

$0

Superannuation assets

$250,000

Existing TPD insurance

$300,000

Total

$836,392

Plus Provision for tax

$129,642

Total

$966,034

SECTION 4

Next steps

Next steps

1. Start with the claim in mind
2. Focus on aligning your advice process
with how the claim will be paid
3. Consider ownership options and
the associated tax implications
4. Talk to your TAL Sales Manager
about our Lump Sum and IP calculator,
and TPD Tax calculator
5. Consider the Sum Insured Methodology
and Best Practice Advice courses at
the TAL Risk Academy

Thank you

